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We study the honest versions of polynomial time bounded many-one and Turing 
reducibility. We show that, assuming P # NP, the honest polynomial time reducibilities differ 
from their nonhonest counterparts on the NP-sets. We then investigate degree invariant 
properties of the honest reducibilities. By extending a result of Homer (in “Proceedings, 25th 
IEEE Sympos. Found. Comput. Sci., 1984”), we show that P = NP implies the existence of a 
recursively enumerable set A which is minimal for the honest polynomial reducibilities, i.e., A 
is not polynomial time computable and any set B which reduces to A is either polynomial 
time computable or equivalent to A. Since there are no minimal sets for the general 
polynomial time reducibilities, this shows that P#NP if the degree structures of the honest 
and nonhonest reducibilities on the recursively enumerable sets are isomorphic. Finally, by 
studying a notion related to minimality, we obtain a similar result for recursive sets too. 
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Though much work devoted to the P= ?NP problem has been inspired by 
notions and methods from recursive function theory, no actual connections between 
this complexity theoretical problem and problems in recursion theory, i.e., problems 
on undecidable sets, have been found. Recently such a possible connection has been 
pointed out by Homer [14, 151. It concerns the question whether there is a set 
which is minimal under honest polynomial time bounded Turing (hp-T-) 
reducibility, i.e. a set A which is not polynomial time computable and is such that 
any set B which hp-T-reduces to A is either polynomial time computable or hp-T- 
equivalent to A. Intuitively, a set is < hpr-minimal if it is an easiest intractable 
problem w.r.t. hp-T-reducibility. Now, Homer [14] has shown that no recursive set 
has this minimality property but, assuming P = NP, there are nonrecursive sets 
which are < *pr-minimal. Moreover, Homer [ 14, 151 and Homer and Long [ 163 
give some evidence that under the assumption that P # NP no Ghpr-minimal sets 
exist. This suggests the conjecture that o’er- minimal sets exist if and only if 
P = NP. If this conjecture turns out to be true, then a question on nonrecursive sets 
equivalent to the P = NP problem has been found. 
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Homer’s construction of an <hpr -minimal set (assuming P = NP), which is based 
on a technique from recursion theory, is highly noneffective. A simplified, but not 
less ineffective construction can be found in Homer and Long [ 163. Both construc- 
tions yield sets in the class A, of the arithmetical hierarchy (cf. Rogers [24]). In 
[15] Homer conjectures that by refining his method a set in A, can be obtained, 
and in [ 15, 16 J he raises the question whether in fact a recursively enumerable (r.e.) 
set can be Qhpr-minimal (assuming P = NP). 
Here we give an affirmative answer to this question: P = NP implies that there 
exist nonrecursive r.e. sets which are hp-T-minimal. It is natural to ask whether the 
converse can also be shown, i.e., whether P = NP if and only if r.e. hp-T-minimal 
sets exist. Since highly sophisticated techniques have been developed for working 
with r.e., nonrecursive sets (see Soare [26]), an affirmative answer to this question 
might open a new approach to the P = ?NP problem. 
Besides the just mentioned results on minimal sets, we will compare other struc- 
tural properties of the honest p-reducibilities and the general p-reducibilities. The 
plan of the paper is as follows. 
In Section 1, we introduce the honest counterparts < hpm and < hpr to polynomial 
time bounded many-one ( <“-) and Turing ( Go’) reducibility, respectively. We 
show that, as for the general p-reducibilities, any subproblem of a problem, i.e., the 
intersection of the problem with a polynomial time computable set, hp-m-reduces to 
the whole problem. We also show, however, that p-constructible shifts of a problem 
A always p-m-reduce to A but in general do not Q-T-reduce to A. We use this 
observation to prove by a delayed diagonalization argument that <hpr and d Pr 
differ on NP if P # NP (for r = m, T). 
In Section 2 we start to investigate the degree structures of the honest 
p-reducibilities, i.e., the partial ordering induced by G~J” on the @r-equivalence 
classes (r= m, 7'). We point out that most results on the degrees of the general 
p-reducibilities in the literature, which usually are proved by delayed 
diagonalization and by considering appropriate subproblems, directly carry over to 
the honest reducibilities. For instance, any countable distributive lattice can be 
embedded in any interval of the <hpr- degrees of recursive sets. In particular, the 
partial ordering of the <hp’ -degrees of recursive sets is dense, i.e., for any recursive 
sets A and B satisfying A chpr B there is another recursive set C such that 
A < hpr C < hPr B 
In Section 3 we prove a technical result which is important for the further 
investigation of the degree structure of the honest reducibilities in Sections 4 and 5. 
For any (honest or nonhonest) p-reducibility <p we say that a set A is 
< P-subproblem complete if for any set B dp A there is a subproblem C of A which 
is < “-equivalent to B. Here C is called a subproblem of A if C = A n D for some 
polynomial time computable set D. While there are (recursive) sets which are not 
6 Pm-subproblem complete, we show that the existence of (recursive) sets which are 
not f hpm-subproblem complete is equivalent to P # NP. 
By applying this result, we give structural differences between the honest and the 
general p-reducibilities on the recursively enumerable respectively recursive sets 
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assuming that P = NP. In Section 4 we prove the already mentioned result that, 
assuming P = NP, there are recursively enumerable sets which are both <hPm- 
minimal and GhPT-minimal. In Section 5 we look at sets which help. A set B helps a 
set A, if in the presence of an oracle for B the set A can be recovered from some 
strictly easier set. More formally, we say B < P-helps A, if A < p B 0 C for some set 
CcPA, where B@C= {Ox:x~B}u {lx:x~C} is the effective disjoint union of B 
and C. Without any assumptions about P and NP we show that for any recursive 
set A # P there is a set B# P such that B G Pm(r’ A and B does not < Pm(T)-help A. In 
contrast, if P = NP then there is a recursive set A $ P which is <hpm’7)-helped by all 
of its ~~~~(~‘-predecessors which are not polynomial time computable. 
Finally, in Section 6 we discuss our results and give some directions for further 
research. 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic notions and results from com- 
plexity theory and recursive function theory, in particular with the unbounded and 
polynomially bounded Turing and many-one reducibilities (denoted <=, <<,, 
< p7, d pm). Our notation is standard. Let C = (0, I}, The (n + 1) th string from C* 
(under the standard length/lexicographical ordering < ) is denoted by z,. We 
sometimes identify Z* with the set of natural numbers by identifying z, and n. 
Lower case letters from the end of the alphabet denote elements of Z*, capital 
letters from the beginning of the alphabet denote subsets of 23. In the following the 
terms set, problem and language will refer to (not necessarily recursive or r.e.) sub- 
sets of Z*. A tally set is a subset of (O}* = {O”:n E N}. For any set A, A’ is the 
complement Z* -A of A. The length of string x is denoted by 1x1, the cardinality of 
set A is denoted by /A[. In our notation we do not distinguish between a set and its 
characteristic function, and between a machine and the language accepted by it (i.e., 
M accepts x iff x E M iff M(x) = 1 and M refutes x iff x $ M iff M(x) = 0). Similarly, 
for an oracle Turing machine M, M(X)(x) = 1 denotes that M with oracle X 
accepts x. {P, :n E N} is some fixed recursive enumeration of the class of 
polynomial time computable subsets of Z*. Finally, we let ( , ) denote some 
polynomial time computable bijection from C* x .Z* onto Z* which can be inverted 
in polynomial time and which satisfies x, y Q (x, y ) for all strings x and y. 
1. HONEST POLYNOMIAL TIME REDUCIBILITIES 
An oracle Turing machine (OTM) M is polynomially honest if there is a 
polynomial p such that on input x, M queries the oracle only on strings y with 
1x1 < p( (~1). The honest refinement of polynomial-time Turing reducibility con- 
sidered by Homer [ 151 and others is defined for all languages A and B by A < bPr B 
if some polynomially honest and polynomial-time bounded deterministic OTM 
with oracle B accepts A. Note that in an honest polynomial reduction the oracle 
can be queried only on strings y whose lengths are polynomially related to the 
length of input x, i.e., 1 y( -c ~(1x1) and 1x1 < p(I yl), where p is a polynomial which 
simultaneously bounds the computation time of the reduction and witnesses its 
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honesty. In contrast, in the case of a general polynomial time reduction there is 
only a polynomial upper bound on the length of the queries (induced by the 
polynomial time bound of the reduction) but no lower bound. In other words, in a 
nonhonest p-reduction of a set A to a set B, information about a hard part of A can 
be obtained from a part of B containing only much shorter strings, whereas in an 
honest reduction hard parts of A must be matched by hard parts of B containing 
only strings of polynomially related length. 
Every Turing-type reducibility gives rise to an associated many-one reducibility, 
which is obtained by requiring OTMs to make exactly one oracle query and accept 
iff the answer is “yes.” A function f: C* -+ C* is polynomially honest (p-honest for 
short) if, for some polynomial p and all x E L’*, 1x1 < p( If(x) The strict notion of 
saying that A is honestly p-many-one reducible to B, here written A Ghptm B, is that 
A < Pm B via a p-honest function f: 
However, the relation f hpVm has several undesirable pathologies. For one, not all 
sets in P are bhp’“-equivalent; in fact, no finite set 6 hpsm-reduces to a co-finite set. 
Moreover, the set A := {XE C*:e(2n) < (x( < e(2n + l)], where e(0) = I and 
e(n + 1) = 2”“‘, is in P, is infinite and co-infinite, but does not <hf’5m-reduce to its 
complement A”. For another, there are recursive problems A 4 P without any 
polynomial time computable < hpsm -predecessors. We take the time to demonstrate 
this. As a consequence of a general result due to Balcazar and Schoning [8], there 
exist recursive languages A which are NP-bi-immune, meaning that neither A nor 
A’ contains an infinite language in NP. Clearly this implies A 4 NP. 
1.1. PROPOSITION. Suppose A is NP-hi-immune and B d hpsm A. Then B is also NP- 
hi-immune, and so B $ NP. 
Proof Fix f such that B 6 hpsm A via f: Since f maps subsets of B (B”) to subsets 
of A (A”), it suffices to show that the image of any infinite NP-set under ,f‘is an 
infinite NP-set again. Since f maps any string to a string of polynomially related 
length, the function f is finite-to-one, i.e., any string has at most finitely many 
preimages underf: Hencefmaps infinite sets to infinite sets. Finally, if C E NP then. 
for any string X, 
.Y E c iff 3y((yl<q((x()and (x, y)ED)iff3y((?c, y)eD) 
for some appropriate polynomial q and set DE P. Hence, for a polynomial p 
witnessing honesty off and bounding f, 
=ef(C) iff 3x 3y(Jxl < p(lzl) and I yI <q(p(lzl)) and .f(x) = z and (x, _r> ED) 
for any string z, whence f(C) E NP. 1 
We hold that the honesty requirement should not apply to queries x whose 
answers do not actually require access to the oracle B, i.e., those for which “x E ?A” 
can be solved deterministically in polynomial time. This view makes no difference in 
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the definition of <hpr. For the many-one case, however, we drop the requirement 
that the machine make exactly one oracle call, requiring only that it make no more 
than one. The equivalent functional interpretation is as follows: Call a functionf: 
c*+c*u{+, -}p-h onest if the restriction offto {x:f(x)~Z*} is p-honest. We 
say that a set is honestly p-many-one (hp-m) reducible to a set B (written A ,< hPm B) 
if for some p-honest, p-computable function f: Z* + C* u { +, - } and all x, 
x~Aof(x)~Bu { +}. 
Not only does this remove the undesirable features of dhpsm given above, it also 
avoids the pathology of gPm about reductions to Qr and L’*. Note that for every 
language A E P, A < hpm @ and A <hpm .Z* by the same p-honest map f with range 
{ +, - } such that f -‘( + ) = A, whereas technically the only language which ,< pm- 
reduces to @ (L’*) is @(LX’*) itself. Nevertheless we adopt the convention that for 
any polynomial time computable set A, A ,< pnl /zr and A GPm Z*. (Note that this is 
equivalent to considering reduction functions f: C* -+ C* u { +, - } from A to 
B u { + } in place of reductions f: ,E* + C* from A to B.) 
By definition, the following relations hold among the honest polynomial time 
reducibilities and the general p-reducibilities: 
u u 
AghpTB - A<PTB (1.1) 
The following proposition summarizes some familiar, elementary properties of the 
honest p-reducibilities. 
1.2. PROPOSITION. Let r E {m, T}. 
(i) AGhprA 
(ii) IfA<hplBandB,<hprCthenA<hp’C. 
(iii) A < hpr A 0 B, B Ghpr A @B, and for any set C satisfying A 6 hfi C and 
B ,< hpr C, A @ B < hpr C. 
(iv) ZfAghprBand BEP then AEP too. 
(v) Let A and B be any sets such that A E P. Then A < hPr B, B n A < hPr B, and 
Bghp’(BnA)@(BnA”). 
In other words the relations ghpm and <hPT are (i) reflexive and (ii) transitive, 
(iii) have least upper bounds defined for all pairs of languages, (iv) preserve 
polynomial-time computability downward, and (v) make sets in P reducible to any 
set and obey some basic properties of polynomial subproblems. All these properties 
are shared by the general p-reducibilities (see, e.g., [5]). For ~~Psm, (i)-(iv) hold 
while, by Proposition 1.1, (v) fails. 
Proof: Parts (i)-(iv) are proved as for the general p-reducibilities. For a proof of 
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(v ), by ( 1.1) it &ices to consider r = m. Then the desired reduction functions ,f; g, 
and h are obtained by letting 
f(x) = if x E A then + else-fi, 
g(x) = if x E A then x else-E, and 
h(x) = if x E A then Ox else lx fi. fl 
If A < hpr B and B < hpr A, then we say that A and B are hp-r-equivalent and write 
A = hpr B. By parts (i) and (ii) of Proposition 1.2, hp-r-equivalence is an equivalence 
relation. The equivalence classes are called hp-r-degrees, and the hp-r-degree of a set 
A is denoted by 
deghpr( A) = { B : B = hpr A 1. 
The partial ordering induced by Ghp’ on the hp-r-degrees is denoted by d, i.e., 
deghpr(A) < deghpr( B) if and only if A d hpr B. By part (iii) of the preceding 
proposition, for any two sets A and B, deghpr(A@ B) is the supremum of the 
degrees deghp$A) and deghpr(B). This means that < defines an upper semi-lattice. 
Moreover, by (iv) and (v), P= deghpr(0) is the least element of this upper semi- 
lattice. In the following we let (RechPr , f ) denote the upper semi-lattice of the 
hp-r-degrees of recursive sets. 
Since Proposition 1.2 holds for the general p-reducibilities too, we can adopt 
the notations of the previous pragraph to these reducibilities by dropping the 
superscript h. In Sections 2, 4, and 5 we will compare the degree structures for 
the honest and general reducibilities. 
We will conclude this section, by showing that no other implications than the 
ones shown in (1.1) hold among the honest and general p-reducibilities. The failure 
of the implication “ < hpm * < hp3m” follows from Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 above. 
Furthermore, Ladner et al. [ 191 have constructed an exponential time computable 
set A which does not p-m-reduce to its complement. Since always A G”~’ A’, this 
shows that the implication “ < hPx =E. < Pm” fails. Hence it only remains to show that 
there are recursive sets A and B such that A GPm B but A ghp* B. We will show that 
such sets can be found below any recursive set which is not polynomial time com- 
putable. In particular, if P # NP then the honest and the general p-reducibilities will 
differ on the NP-sets. The proof requires the following notions. 
We call a functionf: N + N p-constructible if there is a polynomial p and a deter- 
ministic Turing machine which on input 1” computes 1 f(n) in at most p(f(n)) steps. 
(In the literature p-constructible functions are usually called polynomially honest. 
Here we use the term p-constructible to avoid confusion with the notion of 
p-honesty of functions from Z* to Z* which we use here.) Note that, for any 
recursive functionf, the function g(n) which counts the steps required by some fixed 
Turing machine, which computes (the unary representation of) f, to compute f(m) 
for all m < n, is p-constructible. This shows that any recursive function is dominated 
by some p-constructible function which is strictly increasing. 
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For any function f: N + N and any set A, the f-shift A, of A is defined by 
A, = { lf(‘-“)0x:x E A}. 
We say that A, is a p-constructible shift of A if f is p-constructible. The exponential 
shift Aexp of A is obtained by letting f(n) = exp(n) = 2”. Note that the exponential 
shift A, of A is polynomially isomorphic to the unary representation TALLY(A) = 
(O”:Z, E A) of A. Exponential shifts have been used by Homer [ 143 to study 
properties of the polynomial time reducibilities on nonrecursive sets. He has obser- 
ved that, for any set A, Aexp <Pm A. His observation extends to arbitrary 
p-constructible shifts. 
1.3. PROPOSITION. For any set A # X* and any p-constructible function f: N -+ N, 
A,gPm A. 
ProoJ By p-constructibility off, we can decide in polynomial time whether a 
string x is of the form 1 Il’-““Oy. Hence the function 
g(x) = if x = lf(lYl) Oy then y else z fi, 
where z is some fixed string from the complement of A, p-m-reduces A, to A. [ 
For a functionf, which grows faster than all polynomials, the above reduction of 
A, to A is not honest. To show that, in general, no honest reductions of A, to A 
exist, we first prove the following lemma. Recall that a function f: N -+ N majorizes 
a function g: N -+ N if f (n) > g(n) for all sufficiently large numbers n. 
1.4. LEMMA (Diagonalization lemma). Let A be a recursive set such that A 4 P. 
There is a p-constructible function f such that f majorizes all polynomials, f is non- 
decreasing, f(n) > n, and A, # P. 
ProoJ: The proof & by delayed diagonalization. For similar arguments see, e.g., 
[S, 10, 20, 25-J. 
Let p,(n) = ne + ’ + 1. We will define a nondecreasing and unbounded, polynomial 
time computable function h: N + N, and then let 
f(n) = Phdn). 
As one can easily check, this will imply that f is p-constructible, f is nondecreasing, 
f majorizes all polynomials, and f(n) > n for all n. By definition of h we will ensure 
that A,-$ P. 
Note that for any polynomial p the p-shift A, of A is p-m-equivalent to A, whence 
A, 4 P. Since P is closed under finite variants, this implies that for any polynomial 
time computable set P, there are infinitely many strings x such that AP( 1 p(‘X’) Ox) # 
Pk( 1 p(lXl) Ox). Since A(x) = AJ 1 p(lXl) Ox), we may conclude that for any number n 
there is a number m > n such that 
Vk, e d n 3x E [n, m) (A(x) # Pk( 1 pe(‘X’) Ox)), 
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where [n, WI) = 1.x EC*: n < 1x1 < m}. It follows that the function g*: N -+ N defined 
by 
g*(n) = pm > n(Vk, e <n 3x E [n, m) (A(x) # Pk( lpe(“‘) Ox))) 
is total and recursive. Now let g be a p-constructible function which dominates g*. 
Then g(n) > n and 
n d g”(0) < g*(g”(O)) < g(g”(0)) = g”+‘(o), (1.2) 
where g” denotes the n th iteration of g (g*(k) = k). By definition of g*, (1.2) implies 
Vk, e 6n 3x~ [g”(O), g”“(O)) (A(x) # Pa( l”~‘i”“Ox)). (1.3) 
Now define the function h: N + N by letting h(n) = pm( g”(O) 6 n < gm+ ‘(0)). Then, 
by (1.2), h is nondecreasing and unbounded. Moreover, h is polynomial time com- 
putable. To show the latter, let p be a polynomial witnessing p-constructibility of g. 
Note that, by (1.2), h(n) d n and g”(O) <n < ghCn)+ ‘(0) for all m d h(n), whence 
g(gm -l(O)) can be computed in p(n) steps. It follows that h(n) can be computed in 
O(np(n)) steps, by iteratively computing q. = 0, q1 = g(q,), q2 = g(q,), . . . . q,,, + , = 
g(q,) until the first number m is found such that the computation of g(q,) requires 
more than p(n) steps or g(q,) > n, and then letting h(n) = m. 
It remains to show that, for j’(n) = phcnj(n), A,-$ P. For a contradiction assume 
that A, E P. Then A,- = P, for some k E N, whence 
A(x)=~~,(lf”““Ox)=P,(l”““Ox) (1.4) 
for all strings x. Now choose a number m such that h(m) > k and let n = h(m). 
Then, for all strings x E [g”(O), g”+ r(O)), h(lxl) = n, whence f( 1x1) = p,,( lx]). 
Together with (1.4) this implies 
v’x E [g”(O), g”+ l(O)) (A(x) = Pk( lJ+l(‘x’) Ox)) 
contrary to (1.3). 1 
Remark. The only properties of P used in the preceding proof are that P is 
recursively presentable and downward closed under d Pm, whence in the 
diagonalization lemma P may be replaced by any class GIZ of recursive sets with 
these properties. 
1.5. THEOREM. Let A 4 P be recursive. There are recursive sets B and C such that 
CG~~B, B,<PmA,andC~hprB. 
1.6. COROLLARY. Zf P #NP then there are NP-sets B and C such that C< Pm B 
and C ghp7 B. 
Proof qf the Corollary. Apply Theorem 1.5 to some NP-complete set A. Then, 
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by assumption that P # NP, A $ P. Hence the claim follows from the fact that NP is 
downward closed under <pPm. 8 
Proof of Theorem 1.5. The idea of the proof is the following. We will choose 
some appropriate p-constructible function g with g(n) > n, for which we will 
consider a partition of C* into four g-gap languages Gi (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) defined by 
Gi = {xEZ*:3nEN(g4”+i(0)< 1x1 <g4n+i+1(0))}. (1.5) 
Since, by g(n) > n, 0 = go(O) < g”(O) < g”+’ (0) for all n, the sets Go, G,, GZ, and G3 
are pairwise disjoint and Z* = Go v Gi v G2 u G3. Moreover, by p-constructibility 
of g, G, is polynomial time computable, as one can easily check. Hence the sets Gi 
define a partition of the given problem A $ P into four subproblems A n Gi, i = 0, 1, 
2, 3. Note that the nonempty intervals of the subproblem A n Gi are separated by 
three consecutive empty g-intervals as shown in the figure below (for i = 0). Hence, 
if we consider the double g-shift (A n Gi&z of A n Gi, then the relevant information 
about A n Gj is shifted into the middle empty g-intervals separating the g-intervals 
constituting Gj, i.e., (A n Gi)g~ is contained in Gi+* (modulo some shift of 
polynomial length; see Fig. 1.) In other words, the nonempty parts of (A n G&Z are 
separated by g-gaps from the nonempty parts of A n Gi. Hence if g majorizes all 
polynomials, then, for sufficiently large inputs, an honest reduction of (A n G&Z to 
A n Gi cannot ask the oracle any nontrivial questions, whence (A n Gi)g~ is 
polynomial time computable. Using the diagonalization lemma, however, we can 
find an appropriate function g and some number i 6 3, such that (A n G&2 $ P, 
whence we can conclude that (A n Gi),2 ghpr A n Gi. 
We now give the details of the proof. By Lemma 1.4 choose nondecreasing, 
p-constructible functions h and h’ which majorize all polynomials and such that 
h(n), h’(n) > n for all numbers n and (Ah)hc $ P. Define functions f and g by letting 
g(n) = min(h(n), h’(n)) and f(n) = g'(n) = g(g(n)). Then the functions f and g are 
nondecreasing, p-constructible, majorize all polynomials, and f(n) > g(n) >n. 
Hence, by Proposition 1.3, A, < hPm A. Moreover, for any string x, 
x E (A&. iff x= lkOlh~~y~~Oyforsome y~Aandk=h’((l~“~‘)Oy() 
iff lf’lY1)Oy~Af 
A 
GO 
AnGo 
(AnGo Jg2 
0 g(0) g;;o) g3(o) g4(o) g5K9 990) 
FIGURE 1 
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Sincef(Iy\)dh’(h(ly)))<h’(h(Jyl)+ JyI + l)=h’(11h’14‘00y() and sincef, h, and h’ 
are p-constructible, this implies (Ah),,, 6 Pm A,., whence Af # P. 
Now, for i= 0, 1, 2, 3, define Gi as in (1.5) above. Then the sets G,, G,, G,, and 
G, are pairwise disjoint, Z* = G, u G, u G2 u G3, and Gj E P. It follows that, for 
Di=jl”“~~Ox:1-‘~~““Ox~A,~and.u~Gi}=~1’~””0x:x~AnG.} I ) 
A, =Pm Do 0 D, 0 D, 0 D, and Di 6 Pm A n G, d Pm A. Since A, # P, the former 
implies D; 4 P for some i 6 3. For the remainder of the proof, fix such an i and let 
B = A n G, and C = D;. Then C < Pm B 6 Pm A and C$ P. It only remains to show 
that C ghpl B. 
For a contradiction assume that C6 hpT B via M. We will show that contrary to 
choice of C, C is polynomial time computable. Let p be a polynomial witnessing 
honesty of M and bounding the run time of M. Then, on input x, M can only query 
strings from the interval (p-‘(1x1), p(lxl))= {FEZ*: p-‘(JxJ)< Iyl < p(lxl)}. 
Since g majorizes all polynomials, we may fix m such that p(2n) < g(n) for all n > m. 
Now “x E C?” can be decided in polynomial time as follows. First decide whether 
x = l.f(‘Ji) Oy for some y E G,. If not, then x 4 C. If so and JyJ < m, then use a finite 
table of all elements of C up to length f(m) + 1 + m to decide whether x E C. 
Finally, if Iyj > m, then let M run on input x with the empty oracle. We claim 
that x E C iff M( 0) accepts x. Since C < hpr B via M and M on input x can query 
only strings from the interval (p- ‘([xl), p(lxl)), it suffices to show that 
Bn(p~m’(lx(), p((xI))=@. Note that 
By choice of m, this implies 
Since y E G, and g is nondecreasing, this implies 
W’(lxlh ~(lxO)~Gi+, uG,+r uGt.3 
Since BE G, this completes the proof. 1 
In contrast to Theorem 1.5, reductions to natural problems in general can be 
made honest. This is due to the fact that most natural problems are p-cylinders. 
Recall that for a set A the p-cylindrification Cyl(A) of A is defined by 
A set is a p-cylinder if it is p-isomorphic to some p-cylindrification (where a 
p-isomorphism is a one-to-one function f from .Z* onto Z* such that both f and its 
inverse f - ’ are polynomial time computable). P-cylinders have been studied 
by Berman and Hartmanis [9], Young [29], and others. Here we will use the 
following simple observations. 
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1.7. PROPOSITION. (i) A =Pm Cyl(A), whence any set is p-m-equivalent to some 
p-cylinder. 
(ii) For any p-cylinder A, B < I+ A iff B < hpr A (for r = m, T). 
Proof: (i)A<PmCyl(A)viaf(x)=(O,x) andCyl(A)<PmAviag((x,y))=y. 
(ii) Since the (honest) polynomial time reducibilities are invariant under 
p-isomorphisms, w.1.o.g. we may assume that A = Z* x C for some set C. For a 
proof of the nontrivial implication, first assume that B d Pm A. Then, by part (i) of 
the proposition, there is a function f such that B < Pm C via f: It follows that 
XEB iff f(x)ECiff (x, f(x))EA, 
whence B < hpm A via g(x) = (x, f(x)). Similarly, if B < PTA then we may choose a 
polynomial time bounded oracle Turing machine M such that B = M(C). Now, by 
replacing any query “y E C?” of M(C) on input x by “(x, y ) E A?“, we obtain an 
honest p-Turing reduction M’ of B to A. 1 
Note that, by Proposition 1.7, the partial ordering of the Ghp’-degrees inside a 
single 6 Pr-degree (r = m, T) has a greatest element. Hence, for any complexity class 
W which is closed under p-r-equivalence, V possesses d bp’-complete problems if and 
only if it possesses Gp’ -complete problems. Moreover, by Berman and Hartmanis’ 
observation in [9] that natural problems tend to be p-cylinders, the standard 
< P’-complete problems are also 6 hpr-complete. 
2. HONEST POLYNOMIAL TIME DEGREES 
In this section we will point out that most results on the structure of the 
p-r-degrees of recursive sets in the literature carry over to the honest reducibilities. 
Though, by Theorem 1.5, the relations <hPr and f pr (r = m, T) differ on the recur- 
sive sets, no structural differences between the honest polynomial reducibilities and 
the corresponding polynomial reducibilities on the recursive sets are known, i.e., we 
do not know whether the upper semi-lattice of the honest p-r-degrees of recursive 
sets (Ret hpr, <) is isomorphic to the u.s.1. (Ret Pr, < ) of the p-r-degrees of recursive 
sets (r = m, T). In Section 5 we will show, however, that assuming P = NP these 
structures are not isomorphic. 
Results on the algebraic structure of the polynomial time degrees have been 
usually proved by delayed diagonalization arguments. By using elementary proper- 
ties of the p-reducibilities, many of these results can be obtained from general 
diagonalization theorems on recursively presentable classes of recursive sets, as first 
observed by Landweber et al. L-201, Chew and Machtey [lo], and &honing [25]. 
Here we will show that the honest p-degrees are accessible by the same approach. 
In particular we will show, how Ladner’s density and splitting theorems in [18] 
can be proved for the honest polynomial reducibilities by applying a 
diagonalization theorem from [S]. 
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We start with recalling some basic notions. A class % of recursive sets is recur- 
sively presentable (r.p.) if there is a recursive set U, called a universal set for V, such 
that V = ( Utn): HEN), where UC”‘= {x:(z,, x > E U>. The class %? is closed under 
finite variants (c.f.v.) if, for any element C of $? and for any finite variant B= *C of 
C, BE %7 again. The observation that polynomial time degrees and, more generally, 
intervals of p-degrees are r.p. and c.f.v. is fundamental for the investigation of the 
structure of the p-degrees (see, e.g., [2, 5, 10, 20, 25 3). 
2.1. PROPOSITION. There are recursive enumerations (h, : n E N) and ( M, : n E N) 
of the p-honest polynomial time computable functions from Z* to Z* u { +, - ) and 
of the polynomial/y honest and polynomial time bounded oracle Turing machines, 
respectively. 
Proof. Let (f,:n E N) be a recursive enumeration of the polynomial time 
computable functions from Z* to Z* u { +, - } and let p,(m) = mk + k. Then a 
function h: Z* -+ .Z* u { +, - } is p-honest and p-computable if and only if there 
are numbers n and k such that h = fn and 1x1 < pk( I f,,(x)I) for all strings x. Since, 
moreover, any finite variant of the identity function is p-honest and p-computable, 
we obtain a recursive enumeration (h,:n E N) of the p-honest polynomial time 
computable functions from C* to C* u { +, - > by letting 
h<,,,,(x) = if I4 k pk(\fn(X)\) then fn(x) el* x fi. 
The proof of the second part of the proposition is similar. 1 
2.2. PROPOSITION. For r = m, T, <hp’ is invariant under finite variants, i.e., lf 
AGhPmB, A’=*A, and B’=* B, then A’<hprB’uguin. 
Proof: By transitivity of <hpr and by (l.l), it suffkes to show that A < hpm A’ for 
A’ = * A. Fix n such that A(x) = A’(x) for strings x of length at least n. Then the 
desired reduction function f is obtained by letting f(x) =x if 1x1 > n, f(x) = + if 
1x1 <n and XEA, and f(x)= - if 1x1 <n and x$A. 1 
2.3. LEMMA. Let A and B be recursive sets such that A < hpr B (r = m, T). Then 
the class 
[A, Blhp, = {C:AGhpr Cqhpf Bj 
is recursively presentable and closed under finite variants. 
Proof. We give the proof for r = m. Closure of [A, Blhpr under fnite variants is 
immediate by Proposition 2.2. A universal set U for [A, Blhp7 is recursively defined 
by letting 
U’<“~““(x)=ifVy<x[(h,(y)<x=~A(y)= U’<“*“>‘(h,(y)))and 
U(<m,n>)( y) = B(h,(y))] then B(h,(x)) else A(x) ti, 
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where (h n: n E N) is a recursive enumeration of the p-honest and p-computable 
functions as in Proposition 2.1. Note that if there is a set C such that A 6 hpm C via 
h, and C < hpm B via h,, then U’(“‘*“)’ = C, and U(<“‘,“)) =* A otherwise. 1 
Besides Lemma 2.3, the elementary properties of the honest polynomial 
reducibilities listed in Proposition 1.2 will be needed to apply general 
diagonalization theorems on r.p. and c.f.v. classes to the hp-degrees. For its impor- 
tance we will restate a part of this proposition. Recall that B is a subproblem of A, if 
B = A n C for some polynomial time computable set C. 
2.4. PROPOSITION. For any problem A and any subproblem B of A, B Ghpr A 
(r = m, T). 
Proof: By Proposition 1.2(v). 1 
We are ready now, to deduce density and splitting theorems for the honest 
polynomial reducibilities from the following diagonalization theorem taken from 
Ambos-Spies [S]. 
2.5. THEOREM. Let D, and D, be recursive sets and let $$, and 59, be r.p. and c.fv. 
classes of recursive sets such that D,, u D1 # 9$, and D, 4 W, , There is a set E E P such 
that 
and 
(Do nE”)uD, #%$, u%?~. (2.2) 
2.6. COROLLARY (Combined density and splitting theorem for the hp- 
degrees). Let A and B be recursive sets such that A < hpr B. There are recursive sets 
C,, C,,<hpmA@Bsuch thatA<hprCi<hprB(fori=O,l)andB=hprCO$C,. 
For the nonhonest reducibilities this combined density and splitting theorem has 
been proved by Ladner [18]. 
Proof: Let Do = { Ix:x~ B} and D, = (OX:XG A}. Then 
D,=hpmAandD,uD,=AQB=hp’B. (2.3) 
Hence, for & = deghpr(A) = [A, Alhpr and %i = deghpr(B) = [B, Blhpf, D,, u D1 $& 
and D, $gI. It follows by Lemma 2.3, that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.5 
are satisfied, whence there is a set E E P such that (2.1) and (2.2) hold. Now let 
C,=(D,nE)uD, and C, =(D,nE’)uD,. Then D1 =Cin{Ox:xEZ*}, Co= 
(Do uD,)n(Eu {lx:x~Z*}), and Ci =(D,, uD,)n(E’u {lx:x~Z*}), i.e., D, 
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is a subproblem of Ci while Ci is a subproblem of D, u D, (i = 0, I). It follows with 
(2.3) and Proposition 2.4 that 
A<hp”Ci<hJ’mA@B=h”rB. (2.4) 
On the other hand, by (2.1) and (2.2), Ci z~“’ A and Ci Zhp’ B, whence 
A <“J+ Ci < hpr B. It remains to show that B =hpr Co @ C, . By Proposition 1.2(iii) 
and (2.4), it suffices to define f such that B d hPm C, 0 C, via .1: Obviously, 
f(x)=if IxEEthenOlxelse llxti 
has the desired property. 1 
Corollary 2.6 states that every +--degree b strictly above that of P is join- 
reducible-indeed join-reducible by degrees lying strictly above any given a < b--in 
the sense 
Va,bEReChPr(u<b~3c0,c1ERechpr(a<c,<banda<c, <bandb=c, vc,)), 
where c,, v c, denotes the supremum of the degrees c0 and cl. As for the general 
p-reducibilities, this result can be strengthened by showing that any countable 
distributive lattice can be embedded in any proper interval [a, b] = (c E RechPr: 
a < c < b} of hp-r-degrees of recursive sets by a map which preserves the least 
element, and by a map which preserves the greatest element. Using Propositions 1.3 
and 2.4 and Lemma 2.3 this is shown exactly as for the general p-reducibilities in 
[2]. (The proof of the meet lemma in [2] can be simplified for the honest 
reducibilities; the more involved proof for the general p-reducibilities, however, also 
works for the honest p-reducibilities.) A further result, which is not proved by 
delayed diagonalization but whose proof directly carries over from < Pr to dhpr. is 
the fact that (RecPm , 6 ) is a distributive upper semi-lattice (i.e., for any hp-m- 
degrees a, b, and c such that c 6 a v b, there are degrees d < a and e d b such that 
c = d v e), whereas (RecPT, 6 ) is nondistributive [ 11. This shows that, as for the 
general reducibilities, (RechPm, <) and (RechpT, 6) are not isomorphic. 
It is typical for results on the structure of the polynomial degrees, that the proofs 
are constructive. Moreover, in such constructions, a required ( dPfn-)reduction of a 
set A under construction to a given set B is typically achieved by making A an 
appropriate subproblem of B. By Proposition 2.4, such a procedure actually yields 
an honest p-m-reduction, which as pointed out above, enables us to carry over 
proofs and results to the honest reducibilities. In the next section, we address the 
question whether the technique of constructing b’h’Pm-reductions to a given 
problem by considering subproblems of it is universal in the sense that any (h)p-m- 
degree below the (h)p-m-degree of a given set A contains a subproblem of A. For 
the honest reducibilities the answer to this question will depend on the still 
unknown relation between the classes P and NP. Therefore, we will start with 
rephrasing the P = ?NP problem in terms of invertibility of p-honest and p-com- 
putable functions, thereby relating the P = ?NP question to honest p-m-reduction 
functions. 
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3. SUBPROBLEM COMPLETENESS 
Let f be any function from Z* to Z* or ,Z’* u { + , - }. The range off (intersected 
with Z*) is denoted range(f) = {y E Z*: 3x(f(x) = y)}. A function g: C* -+ Z* u 
{ - } p-inverts the function f if g is polynomial time computable and f( g( y)) = y for 
any y E range(f) and g(y) =-otherwise. If g p-inverts f, we also say that g is a 
p-inverse off: (Note that a function which is not l-l may have different p-inverses.) 
fis p-invertible if there is some function which p-inverts J Note that any p-inverse of 
a polynomial time computable function is polynomially honest. Similarly, if f is 
one-to-one and p-invertible, thenf is polynomially honest. As one can easily show, 
however, there are p-invertible functions which are neither polynomially honest nor 
polynomial time computable. A polynomially honest and polynomial time 
computable one-to-one function which is not p-invertible is sometimes called a one- 
way function. It is well known that the existence of one-way functions is equivalent 
to P # U (see, e.g., [13]), while the existence of polynomially honest and 
polynomial time computable functions which are not p-invertible is equivalent to 
P #NP (see, e.g., [16]). 
3.1. PROPOSITION. The following are equivalent: 
(i) P=NP. 
(ii) For every p-honest and p-computable function f: L’* --) 27 u { +, - }, 
range(f) E P. 
(iii) Every p-honest and p-computable function f: C* + Z* u { +, - } is 
p-invertible. 
Proof: We prove the implications (i) o (ii). For a proof of (i) o (iii) see Homer 
and Long [16]. 
(i) * (ii) It s u ices to show that the range of any polynomially honest and ff 
polynomial time computable function is in NP, so let f be such a function and let p 
be a polynomial witnessing honesty off: Then 
range(f)= (y~~*:WIxl <p(lyl)andf(x)=y)}, 
whence range (f) E NP. 
(ii) =z- (i) We will show that every NP set is the range of some p-honest and 
p-computable function f: C* -+ L’* u { - }. Let A E NP be given. Then A = {x: 
~Y(IYI < ~(1x1) and (x9 Y)EB)) f or some polynomial p and some set BE P. Let 
f((x, y))=if(y(<p((x()and (x, y)~Bthenxelse--fi. 
Then f is polynomially honest and polynomial time computable, and A = 
ran&f ). I 
We will now apply the preceding proposition to answer the question of whether 
any Ghp” -reduction A Ghpm B to a given set B is witnessed by some appropriate 
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subproblem of B (modulo hp-m-equivalence). Recall that for any polynomial 
reducibility < p, a set A is < P-subproblem complete if, for any set B d p A there is a 
subproblem C of A such that B = p C. 
We have studied subproblem completeness for the general polynomial time 
reducibilities in [3]. There we have shown that every p-cylinder is Q Pm-subproblem 
complete. This observation extends to the honest version of p-m-reducibility. 
3.2. PROPOSITION. Every (not necessarily recursive) p-cylinder is < Pm-subprohlem 
complete and <hpm -subproblem complete. 
Proof: Let A be a p-cylinder. Note that the property of d P-subproblem com- 
pleteness is p-invariant, i.e., for any < P-subproblem complete set S and for any 
p-isomorphism f, f(S) is 6 P-subproblem complete again. Hence, w.1.o.g. we may 
assume A = C* x C for some set C. Now fix B 6 Pm A. We will show that there is a 
set DE P such that B =hpm A n D. Since B < Pm A and A = Pm C, we may choose a 
polynomial time computable function f such that B < Pm C via f: We claim that D = 
( (x, ~3): f(x) = y} has the desired properties. Obviously, D E P. Moreover, 
.Y E B iff f‘(x)ECiff (x,f(x))~Aiff (x,.f(x))~AnD, 
whence B is <hp”l-reducible to 4 n D via Ax . (x, f(x)). Finally, 
(x, y)cAnD iff y = f(x) and f(x) E C iff y = .f( x) and x E B, 
whence AnDdhpm B via g, where g((x, y))=iff(x)=y then x else4. 1 
In [3] we have shown that the cylinder property is not sufficient for 
d p7 -subproblem completeness. By (1.1) and Proposition 1.7 above, this implies 
that there are p-cylinders which are not <hpT -subproblem complete. Moreover, by 
Propositions 1.7 and 3.2, any p-m-degree contains a d Pm-subproblem complete 
problem. In case of 6”” this argument fails, since by Theorem 1.5 and 
Proposition 1.7(ii), there are ghPm -degrees which do not contain any p-cylinder. If 
we consider arbitrary sets, not only p-cylinders, then in [3] we have shown that 
there are recursive sets which are not < Pm-subproblem complete. As we shall show 
next, for honest p-m-reducibility the existence of such sets is equivalent to P # NP. 
3.3. THEOREM. The ,following are equivalent: 
(i) PZNP. 
(ii) There is a recursive set which is not 6hpm-subproblem complete. 
(iii) There is a set which is not dhpm-subproblem complete. 
Proof: We prove the implications (i) =j (ii) + (iii) G- (i). Note that the 
implication “(ii) = (iii)” is trivial. We next prove the implication “(iii) * (i)” before 
turning to the hardest part of the proof, the implication “(i) * (ii).” 
(iii) -j (i) The proof is by contraposition. Assume P = NP and let sets A and B 
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be given such that Bi hPm A, say via f: We will show that B is hp-m-equivalent to 
some subproblem of A. 
Let C = range(f). By Proposition 3.1 and assumption, CE P. So it suffices to 
show that B and A n C are hp-m-equivalent. Obviously, B < hPm A n C via f: For a 
proof that A n C< hpm B by Proposition 3.1, let g be some p-inverse off: Then g is 
polynomially honest and polynomial time computable. Moreover, for any XE C= 
range(f), f( g(x)) = x, whence x E A n C iff x E A iff f( g(x)) E A iff g(x) E B; and, for 
x 4 C, g(x) = -. It follows that A n C < hpm B via g. 
(i)* (ii) Assume P #NP. Then, by Proposition 3.1, we may choose a 
polynomial time computable and polynomially honest functionf: Z* + Z* which is 
not p-invertible. By a finite injury priority argument, we will construct a recursive 
set B such that for A := f(B) = (f(x): x E B}, 
BGhpm A via f (3.1) 
and 
for all C E P, BZhpmAnC. (3.2) 
Obviously this implies that A is a recursive set which is not <hPm-subproblem 
complete. 
Note that (3.1) is not automatic; i.e., it is not generally the case for languages B 
and functions f: Z* + L’* that B reduces to f(B) via f: This is because f might not 
be l-l, so that there may be strings x, y such that f(x) = f(y) and x E B but y +? B. 
To compensate, whenever we put some string x into B, we also add to B all strings 
y which satisfy J(x) = f(v). Doing this suffices to ensure (3.1). 
To explain our construction more fully we introduce the notation [x] for the set 
of strings y such that_/(x) = f(v). On account of the honesty requirement onf, the 
equivalence class [x] is finite for any x, and can be effectively computed from x. 
Moreover, by letting x0 be the empty string z,, and defining 
X PI+1 := the least x > x, such that for all y < x,, f(r) P f(x), 
we obtain a recursive enumeration of strings x, such that C* = U { [x,]: n b 0} and 
[x,] n [x,] = 0 whenever n #m. In the following we will effectively construct a 
recursive function index: N + (0, 1 } for which we let B := U {[x,]: index(n) = 1) 
and A := f(B). By the recursiveness of index, B and A will be recursive as well as 
satisfying (3.1). 
To ensure (3.2), let (g,: e E N} be. a recursive enumeration of the p-honest and 
p-computable functions from Z* to Z* u { +, - }. Then it suffices to meet the 
following requirements for all numbers e, i, n, 
R 2<e,i) : IfB< hf’mAnPP,viagi theng,=*f: 
R 2nt1: NotA< hpm B via g,, i.e., for some y E Z*, A(y) # B(g,(y)). 
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The even indexed requirements ensure that if B is hp-m-reducible to some sub- 
problem A n C of A via some function g, then g is a finite variant of f: Since 
A = f(B) this implies 
A=f(B)=*g(B)cAnC; 
i.e., A = * A n C whence A and A n C are hp-m-equivalent. In other words, the only 
subproblems of A to which B is @-m-reducible are those which are @-m-equivalent 
to A and these in turn are all finite variants of A. On the other hand, the odd 
indexed requirements ensure that A, and therefore any subproblem @-m-equivalent 
to A, is not &m-reducible to B. Hence all requirements together ensure that no 
subproblem of A is @m-equivalent to B. 
We now turn to the construction of the function index: N -+ (0, 1). Recall that 
we let B = U { [x,]: index(s) = 1 } and A = f(B). Simultaneously with the function 
index we define functions state: N x N -+ (0, 1 } and restraint: N x N + N, where 
index(s), state(m, s) and restraint(m, s) are all defined at stage s of the construction 
below. state(m, s) = 1 will indicate that requirement R, will be met, provided that 
cx restraint(m.sjl n B= 0, i.e., that index(restraint(m, s)) = 0. The latter will hold, 
unless restraint(m, s) = r > s and at stage t action will be taken to meet a 
requirement R,, n < m. In other words, requirement R, is given higher priority than 
requirement R, if n < m, and action to meet a higher priority requirement may 
injure any previous action for meeting some lower priority requirement. Since some 
action for R. can never be injured, however, one action for this requirement will 
sufftce, whence actions for requirement R, can be injured at most once. In general, 
the number of injuries of requirement R, is bounded by 2”- I. To simplify 
notation, whenever a requirement R, becomes active at some stage s, we will 
ignore any previous actions for lower priority requirements R, (and indicate this by 
setting state(n, s) = 0) even if the restraint condition of R, will not be injured by the 
action of R,.’ 
Construction. Stage 0. Let index (0) = 0 and, for all m, state(m, 0) = 
restraint(m, 0) = 0. 
(Comment. By index (0) = 0, a restraint restraint(m, s) = 0 is vacuous. Hence if at 
some stage s there is no valid action for requirement R, or the action does not 
require any restraint then we let restraint(m, s) = 0.) 
Stage s + 1. Note that index(s), state(n, s), and restraint(n, s) have been 
already defined. We say requirement R, requires atrention (at Stage s + 1) if 
m<s+l, (3.3) 
state(m, s) = 0, (3.4) 
restraint(k, s) # s + 1 for all numbers k < m, (3.5) 
’ It will be decidable whether action taken for some requirement at some stage will be injured at a 
later stage, whence by suppressing such actions we could obtain an injury free construction. Such a 
construction, however, would be more involved than the one given here. 
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and 
if m is even, say m=2(e, i), then gi(y)#f(X,+i) for some YE [x,,,]; 
and if m is odd, say m=2n + 1, then g,(f(x,+i))$ [x,,,]. (3.6) 
(Comment. (3.4) indicates that there is no current valid action for R,, while, by 
(3.6), an appropriate definition of index(s + 1) (and possibly setting index(t) = 0 for 
some t > s + 1) can ensure that R, is met (see below). Finally, by (3.5), letting 
index(s + 1) = 1 will not interfere with any valid action for higher priority 
requirements.) 
Now either no requirement requires attention at stage s + 1, or there is a least m, 
m ds + 1, such that R, requires attention. In the first case, we define 
index(s + 1) = 0, state(k, s + 1) = state(k, s), and restraint(k, s + 1) = restraint(k, s) 
for all k and proceed to the next stage. (Comment. By setting index(s + 1) = 0 no 
valid action will be injured, whence the parameters state and restraint will be 
unchanged.) In the other case we say R, becomes active or receive.r attention (at 
Stage s + 1). Then we define 
if k<m 
if k=m 
if k<m 
restraint(k, s + 1) = 
restraint(k, s) if k<m 
o 
if k>m. 
(Note that, by (3.5), requirements R,, k<m, cannot be injured by the action of 
R,, whence their state and restraint will remain unchanged. Activity of R, is 
indicated by its new state 1, while all lower priority requirements are re-initialized. 
This is indicated by zeroing both the state indicator state(k, s + 1) and the restraint 
holder restraint(k, s + 1) at the current stage, and permits them to be injured later.) 
It remains to define index(s + 1) and restraint(m, s + 1). We distinguish the 
following two cases: 
Case 1. m even. By (3.6), fix e, i, y such that m = 2(e, i) and y is the least string 
in [x, + 1 1 such that gi( _Y) # f(x, + 1 1. Let 
index(s + 1) = if g,(y) E P, and g,(u) = f(xk) for some k G s with index(k) = 1 
then 0 else 1 fi 
and 
restraint(m, s + 1) = if gi( y) = f(zk) for some k > s + 1 then k else 0 fi. 
(Comment. Provided that index(restraint(m, s + 1)) = 0 (whenever restraint 
(m, s + 1) > s + l), this action will ensure that B(y) # (f(B) n P,)(g,(y)), whence the 
hypothesis of R, will fail.) 
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Case 2. m odd. Then fix n and q such that m = 2n + 1 and g,(f(zc, + ,)) E [x,1. 
Note that, by (3.6), q #s + 1. Let 
and 
index(s + 1) = if q <s and index(q) = 1 then 0 else 1 fi 
restraint(m, s + 1) = if q > s + 1 then q else 0 fi. 
(Comment. Provided that index(restraint(m, s + 1)) = 0 (whenever restraint 
(m,s+ l)>s+ l), this action will ensure that ,f’(B)(.f’(~.,+~))#B(g,(f’(x,+,))), 
whence R,, will be met.) 
This completes the construction. For a proof of correctness, we first note that the 
construction is effective, whence the function index is recursive. As pointed out 
above, by definition of A and B, this implies that the sets A and B are recursive and 
(3.1) holds. It remains to verify (3.2), i.e., to show that all requirements R,, m E N, 
are met. This is done by establishing the following two claims. 
Claim 1. For each m there is a stage s, such that R, does not require attention 
after stage s, and for all s > s,, state(m, s) = state(m, s,) and restraint(m, s) = 
restraint(m, s,,). Moreover, if state(m, s,) = I then R, is met. 
Proof: The proof is by induction on m. If no requirement R,, p < m, ever 
requires attention, then set t =I). This happens, in particular, for the basic case 
m = 0. Else, by the inductive hypothesis, we may let t be the last stage such that 
some requirement R,, p cm, requires attention at stage t. Then state(m, t) = 0. 
Moreover, for s 2 t, state(m, s + 1) # state(m, s) or restraint(m, s + 1) # 
restraint(m, s) only if requirement R, receives attention at stage s + 1. Hence, if R, 
does not require attention after stage t, then state(m, s) = state(m, t) =0 and 
restraint(m, s) = restraint(m, t) for all s > t, whence s,, = t will do. On the other 
hand, if R, requires attention after stage t, let s, be the least stage greater than t at 
which R, does so. By choice of t, R, receives attention at stage s,, whence, by con- 
struction, state(m, s,) = 1. Since R, only requires attention at stage s + 1 if 
state(m, s) = 0, it follows by a straightforward induction that, for all s> s,,, 
state(m, s + 1) = state(m, s) = 1, restraint(m, s + 1) = restraint(m, s), and R,, does 
not require attention at stage s + 1. Finally, to show that R,, is met we distinguish 
the following two cases. 
Case 1. m is even, say m = 2(e, i). Then, by (3.6) and by construction, there is 
some string 4’ E [x,~,] such that g,(y) # f(x,J and either 
index(s,) = 0, gi(y) E P, and g,(y) = f(xk) for some k with index(k) = 1 
(3.7) 
or 
index(s,) = 1, and gi(y) $ Pp or g,(y) = f(xk) for some k with index(k) = 0 
(3.8) 
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or 
index(s,)= 1, gi(y)=f(x,) for some k > s, and restraint(m, s,) = k. 
(3.9) 
Now if (3.7) holds then y $ B whereas g,(y) Ed n P, = A n P,. Similarly, if (3.8) 
holds then y E B but gi(y) & A n P,. So, in either case, the hypothesis of requirement 
R, fails. Finally, if (3.9) holds, then by choice of t and s,, no requirement R,, 
q < m, will require attention at stage k and restraint(m, k - 1) = restraint@, s,) = k. 
By (3.5) this implies that no requirement requires attention at stage k, whence 
index(k) = 0. It follows that y E B and g,(y) 4 A, whence again the hypothesis of R, 
does not hold. 
Case 2. m is odd, say m = 2n + 1. Then, by (3.6) and by construction, there is 
some number q # s, such that g,,(jJxsm)) E [x,] and either 
q <s, and index(q) # index(s,) (3.10) 
02 
q > s,, index(s,) = 1 and restraint(m, s,) = q. 
Note that, in case of (3.1 l), restraint(m, sm) = q ensures that index(q) = 0, whence in 
either case index(q) # index(s,). It follows that 
AU-(X,,)) = f(BU(xs,)) = B(xs,) Z Bk,) = BknWx,))); 
i.e., g, does not Ghpm-reduce A to B. 
Claim 2. R, is met. 
Proof: For a contradiction assume that R, is not met. Then, by Claim 1, we 
may fix a number t 2 m such that no requirement R,, q < m, requires attention after 
stage t, state(m, s) = 0 for all stages s > t, and restraint(k, s) d t for all k < m and all 
stages s. Note that, for all stages s > t, (3.3)-(3.5) hold. Since R, does not require 
attention after stage t, it follows that (3.6) fails for all s 2 t. Now distinguish the 
following two cases. 
Case 1. m is euen, say m = 2( e, i). Then, by failure of (3.6) for s 2 t, gi( y) = 
f(x,) =f(y) for all YE [x,] and s> t. It follows that gi =*f contrary to our 
assumption that R, is not met. 
Case 2. m is odd, say m=2n+l. Then, by failure of (3.6) for s >, t, 
g,(f(x,)) E [x,]; i.e., f(g,(f(x,))) =f(x,) for all s> t. Hence there is a number r 
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such that, for all strings y E range(f) of length greather than I, f( g,( y))) = y. Hence 
the function h defined by 
I 
KG(x) = Y) if ly( <r and y E range(f), 
h(Y) = g,(Y) if IYI <r and ./h,(y))= y, 
- otherwise, 
p-inverts ,f contrary to choice off: 
This completes the proof of Claim 2 and, by the preceding remarks, the proof of 
the theorem. 1 
Note that any polynomially honest and polynomial time computable function f 
from (0) * to Z*( u { +, - }) is p-invertible even if P # NP, since the size of the 
search space for possible preimages can be polynomially bounded. Using this obser- 
vation we can show that, if we consider only the tally sets which are Ghp”-reducible 
to an arbitrary set, then we obtain <hpm- subproblem completeness even if P # NP. 
3.4. PROPOSITION. Let A, B be sets such that A Ghpm B and A is tally. Then 
A=hpmBnCforsomeset CEP. 
Proof. Given f such that A <hpm B via f, let C = (f(0”): n k 0} n Z*. Then, as 
one can easily check, C E P and A < hPm B n C via f: Finally B n C ,< hpm A via g for 
g(y) = if y E C then Omc’@“)= l.) else-fi. 1 
In the next two sections we apply Theorem 3.3 to show that, assuming P = NP, 
the upper semi-lattice of the d hpr-degrees is not isomorphic to that of the 
6 pr-degrees. In [ 141 Homer has proved this for the degrees of arbitrary (nonrecur- 
sive) sets In Section 4 we will show, that the minimality property considered by 
Homer also distinguishes the degree structures if we admit only recursively 
enumerable sets. In Section 5, a different property is investigated, which will give a 
difference on the recursive sets. 
4. MINIMAL SETS FOR THE HONEST POLYNOMIAL REDUCIBILITIES 
For any polynomial reducibility < p, we say a set A is $ P-minimal if A 4 P and, 
for all B G p A, BE P, or A = p B. Note that 6 P-minimality is a degree invariant 
property, namely A is f P-minimal if and only if degP(A) is a minimal nonzero 
element of the partial ordering of <P-degrees. By the density theorems for the 
(honest) polynomial time reducibilities on the recursive sets (see Corollary 2.6) 
there are no < Pm ( < J’T, f hPm , < hPT)-minimal recursive sets. Moreover, Homer 
[ 143 has shown that, for any nonrecursive set A, A does not p - T-reduce to its 
exponential shift, whence Aexp < Pr A (r = m, T). Since clearly A_ =,,, A, A,___ is not 
recursive. It follows that no set is g Pm(r) -minimal. In contrast to this, Homer [14] 
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has also shown, however, that, assuming P = NP, <hpmcT)-minimal sets exist. 
Homer’s original proof of this result is based on Spector’s construction of a minimal 
Turing degree [27]. Recently, Homer and Long [16] simplified the proof, thereby 
also making the role played by the assumption that P = NP more transparent. Yet 
their proof is highly noneffective yielding only a set in the class A, of the 
arithmetical hierarchy. This led to the question whether, still assuming P=NP, 
~~~-rninirnal sets occur in A, or even among the recursively enumerable sets (see 
[ 15, 161). Here we answer this question affirmatively. 
We first consider &-m-reducibility and then show how our results can be exten- 
ded to &-T-reducibility. In recursive function theory the existence of <,-minimal 
sets has been shown in two ways: by a direct diagonalization and by showing that 
sets with certain structural properties are & -minimal (see Odifreddi [23]). Here 
we take the second approach and show that, by Theorem 3.3 above, the results 
about cm directly carry over to < hpm provided that P = NP. 
We require the following notions from recursion theory. An infinite set C is 
cohesive if there is no r.e. set W such that Wn C and w’ n C are both infinite. A set 
M is maximal if M is r-e. and M’ is cohesive. Note that a cohesive set is immune, 
i.e., it is infinite but it does not contain an infinite r.e. set (this follows from the 
observation that every infinite r.e. set is the disjoint union of two infinite r.e. sets). 
So, in particular, no r.e. set is cohesive and no maximal set is recursive. 
The existence of maximal sets has been proved by Friedberg [ 111. Moreover, as 
one can easily show, cohesive and maximal sets are <,-minimal. Here we will 
show that, assuming P = NP, they are d hpm- minimal too. In fact we will show that 
somewhat weaker structural properties suffice to guarantee Q hpm-minimality. 
4.1. DEFINITION. (i) A set A is hp-m-atomic if A $ P and, for any set CE P, 
AnCeP, or AGhPmAnC. 
(ii) A is p-cohesive if A is infinite and, for any C E P, A n C is finite or A n c’ 
is finite. 
(iii) A is p-maximal if A is r.e. and A’ is p-cohesive. 
Note that by (the proof of) Corollary 2.6, hp-m-atomic sets are nonrecursive. 
Relations among the just introduced notions and their relations to < hpm-minimality 
are summarized in the following lemma. 
4.2. LEMMA. (i) If A is cohesive then -A is p-cohesive. 
(ii) If A is maximal then A is p-maximal. 
(iii) If A is p-cohesive then A is hp-m-atomic. 
(iv) If A is hp-m-atomic, A c B, and BE P, then B-A is hp-m-atomic (whence, 
in particular, A” = L’* - A is hp-m-atomic). 
(v) Assume P = NP. If A is hp-m-atomic then A is < hpm-minimal. 
Proof Claims (i)-(iv) are straightforward, while claim (v) is immediate by 
Theorem 3.3. 1 
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In [6] we have constructed a p-maximal set. Since the construction is similar to 
that of a maximal set (see, e.g., Soare [26]), and since maximal sets are p-maximal, 
we do not repeat the construction here. From Lemma 4.2 and the existence of 
maximal sets we can conclude that P = NP implies the existence of recursively 
enumerable <‘pm-minimal sets. 
4.3. THEOREM. Assume P = NP. Then any maximal (cohesive, p-cohesive, hp-m- 
atomic) set is < hpm-minimal. 
Proof: By Lemma 4.2. m 
4.4. COROLLARY. Assume P = NP. There is a recursively enumerable set which is 
< hpm -minimal. 
Proof By Theorem 4.3 and the existence of maximal sets. a 
Maximal sets have been exhaustively studied in recursion theory (see Soare 
[26]). Yates [28] has shown that there are maximal sets which are Turing com- 
plete (for the r.e. sets). Moreover, Martin [22] has completely characterized the 
Turing degrees containing maximal sets by their jumps. The jump A’ of a set A is 
defined to be the halting problem of oracle Turing machines with oracle A. If A is 
r.e. then Q7’drA’GT(21”. 
An r.e. set A is called low if’its jump has the least possible value, i.e., A’ = T a’, 
and A is called high if its jump has the greatest possible value, i.e., A’ = T @“. The 
class of high r.e. sets properly contains the class of Turing complete r.e. sets, while 
the class of low r.e. sets properly contains the class of recursive sets. Intuitively, high 
sets are “almost” complete while low sets are “almost” recursive. In particular, the 
two classes of high respectively low sets are disjoint. (For more details on the jump 
concept see Soare [26].) Now, Martin [22] has shown that an r.e. set is Turing 
equivalent to a maximal set if and only if it is high. By applying these results on 
maximal sets to Theorem 4.3, we obtain the following corollary. 
4.5. COROLLARY. Assume P = NP. There are Turing complete r.e. sets which are 
dhpm-minimal. In fact, any high r.e. set is Turing equivalent to some r.e. $hf’m-minimal 
set. 
We will show next, that Corollaries 4.4 and 4.5 hold for <hp7- in place of < hpnt 
too. The key is the observation that hp-T-reductions to sufficiently sparse sets can 
ask at most one nontrivial question. 
4.6. DEFINITION. Let e: N -+ N be inductively defined by e(0) = 1 and e( n + 1) = 
2”(“), and let E = {Or@): n E N}. A set A is called exptall_v if A s E. 
Note that exptally sets are tally sets with exponential gaps between the individual 
elements. Hence hp-T-reductions to exptally sets can ask at most one nontrivial 
question for each (sufficiently large) input. 
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4.7. DEFINITION. A pair (f, g) of functions f: L'* + .Z* and g: Z* x Z + .E is 
called an honest polynomial l-question (hp-1) reduction if f is polynomial time com- 
putable and polynomially honest and g is polynomial time computable. We say B is 
honestly l-question polynomial time (hp-I) reducible to A (B,<hpl-tt A) if there is an 
hp-1 reduction (f, g) such that, for all x E Z*, B(x) = g(x, A(f(x))). 
Note that <hpl-rr is the honest version of polynomial time l-question-truth-table 
reducibility (see Ladner et a2. [ 191). Obviously, A <hp’-rr B implies A shpr B. 
Moreover, if A d hpm B via f, then A < hp1-rr B via (f ‘, g), where 
f’(x)=iff(x)EZ* then f(x)elsexfi 
and 
g(x, i) = if f(x) EC* then i else (if f(x) = + then 1 else 0 fi) fi. 
4.8. PROPOSITION. Let A be exptally and B < hpr A. Then B < hp’-rr A. 
ProojI Let M be a polynomial time bounded honest oracle machine which 
reduces B to A, let p be a polynomial witnessing honesty and being a time bound of 
M, and choose k such that, for all n se(k), p(n) < ~~‘(2”). For the definition of 
f(x) and g(x, i) of an hp-l-reduction (f, g) of B to A distinguish the following cases: 
Case 1. 1x1 d p(e(k)). (Use a finite table for the definition.) Then let f(x) = x 
and g(x, 0) = g(x, 1) = B(x). 
Case 2. For some m > k, p-‘(e(m))< (xl <p(e(m)). (The only element of E 
which can be queried by M on input x is O”“‘.) Then let f(x) = O”“‘, g(x, 0) = 
WB)(x), and g(x, 1) = M(O”“‘))(x). 
Case 3. Otherwise. (No element of E can be queried.) Then let f(x) = x and 
g(x, 0) = g(x, 1) = Mm(x). I 
hp-l-reducibility is related to hp-m-reducibility by the following proposition. 
4.9. PROPOSITION. rf B< hp’-rr A then there is a set C such that B = h~l-rr C and 
Cch”mA . . 
Proof: Fix (f, g) such that B Ghp’-ll A via (S, g). i.e., B(x) = g(x, A(f(x))). Let 
D,={x:g(x,O)=O and g(x,l)=l} 
and 
D, = {x:g(x,O)=l and g(x, l)=O}. 
Then DO, D1 EP and 
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4.10. PROPOSITION. If A is <hPm-minimal then A is <hpl~i~-minimal too. 
Proof Immediate by Proposition 4.9. 1 
Propositions 4.8 and 4.10 give the desired relation between GhPm-minimality and 
< hPr-minimality for exptally sets. 
4.11. THEOREM. If A is exptally and $hpm-minimal then A is dhP7-minimal too. 
Now, to transfer the above results on <hPm-minimality to <hp’-minimality, the 
following observation suftices. 
4.12. PROPOSITION. For any maximal set A, EXPTALLY(A) = {O’(“! z,, E A} is 
hp-m-atomic. 
Proof By Lemma 4.2(iv), it suffices to show that E-EXPTALLY(A) is 
p-cohesive. Note that 1 A”1 = IE-EXPTALLY(A)(, whence E-EXPTALLY (A) is 
infinite. So let CE P be given. We have to show that 
(E-EXPTALLY(A)) n C or (E-EXPTALLY(A)) n C” is finite. (4.1) 
Let D = (2,: Oecn)~ C}. Then D is recursive, ((E-EXPTALLY(A)) n C( = (A”(7 DI 
and ) (E-EXPTALLY (A)) n C”I = ) A’ n D”J. Hence (4.1) follows from cohesiveness 
of A”. 1 
Note that EXPTALLY(A) =m A for any set A #Z* and that the class of r.e. sets 
is closed under many-one equivalence. Hence, by Proposition 4.12, Lemma 4.2, and 
Theorem 4.11, if P = NP then every maximal set is many-one equivalent to some 
r.e. B hp’-minimal set. 
4.13. COROLLARY. Assume P = NP. There are (exp)tally, recursively enumerable 
sets which are both <hpT-minimal and <“pm_ minimal. In fact, any high r.e. set is 
Turing equivalent to such a set. In particular, there are (exp)tally Turing complete r.e. 
sets which are both dhP7-minimal and Ghpm-minimal. 
4.14. Remarks. 1. Further results on < hPr -minimal sets under the assumption 
that P = NP have been obtained recently. Downey (private communiation) has 
independently proved that r.e. <hPr -minimal sets exist. He has also shown that no 
low set is dhpJ-minimal. Gasarch and Homer [ 121 have some results on the 
possible jumps of the ghP7 -minimal sets. All these results refine the original 
<hp7-minimal set constructions of Homer [14] and Homer and Long [16]. We 
feel that using the approach taken here, further and stronger results on 
d hp’7-minimality and < hPm -minimality, and in general on the structure of the 
honest p-reducibilities on the nonrecursive sets, can be obtained by analysing 
results on many-one reducibility from recursion theory. 
2. Note that for the unbounded reducibilities, there are no recursively 
enumerable Turing-minimal sets, whereas r.e. many-one-minimal (and truth-table- 
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minimal) sets exist. In general, as noted by R. Shore, when comparing the bounded 
reducibilities with the unbounded ones, it seems to be more reasonable to compare 
time bounded Turing reducibility with the unbounded truth-table reducibility than 
the unbounded Turing reducibility. This thesis is supported by the observation of 
Ladner et al. [19], that polynomial time bounded Turing reducibility is a special 
case of exponential time bounded truth table reducibility. 
3. In contrast to our result that, assuming P = NP, there are Turing complete 
r.e. sets which are <hpT -minimal, Homer and Long [16] have shown that no 
creative set and thus no many-one complete r.e. set is 6hPT-minimal. 
4. If we consider minimality only with respect to tally predecessors, then 
Corollary 4.13 holds without the assumption that P = NP. (A similar observation 
was made by Homer and Long [ 161 concerning their < hpr-minimal-set construc- 
tion.) Note that in the proof of Corollary 4.13 the assumption that P = NP has only 
been used to show that any hp-m-atomic set A is 6hpm-minimal (Lemma 4.2(v)). 
The latter is a direct consequence of <hpm -subproblem completeness of A, which in 
general requires the assumption that P = NP (Theorem 3.3). If we consider only 
tally sets, however, then <hpm -subproblem completeness is guaranteed by 
Proposition 3.4 without any assumption about the classes P and NP. 
5. SETS THAT HELP 
In the preceding section we have shown that, assuming P = NP, there is a degree 
invariant property which distinguishes < hpr from <J+ on the recursively 
enumerable sets. Here we will show that, again assuming P = NP, such a difference 
can be also found on the recursive sets. 
Let < p be any p-reducibility. We say that a set B <P-helps a set A if there is a 
set C such that C < p A and A < p B 0 C. Obviously every set B with A < P B ,< p- 
helps A, while no polynomial time computable set helps A. Lynch et al. [21] 
studied the notion of helping in an abstract setting and showed that there are 
incomparable problems which do not help each other. Here we look at the question 
of which easier problems help a given problem. By the splitting theorem (see Sec- 
tion 2), every recursive set A $ P is < P-helped by some problem B < p A (for < P E 
(<“Pm, GhPr’, <Pm, , cPr}). For the nonhonest reducibilities we will show, that for 
any recursive problem A $ P there is a problem B d Pr A such that B 4 P and B does 
not i Pr-help A. In contrast, assuming P = NP we will show that there are recursive 
problems A 4 P which are < “pr-helped by all of their predecessors which are not 
polynomial time computable. 
5.1. THEOREM. Let A be a recursive set which is not polynomial time computable. 
There is a set B such that B < Pm A, B $ P, 
VC(AGpm B@C=>AGPmC) (5.1) 
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and 
VC(A<rTB@CJ.A<rJ C). (5.2) 
In particular B does not < P’-help A (r = m, T). 
Theorem 5.1, which has been announced in [4], is proved by letting B be some 
appropriate p-constructible shift of A. We first observe, that, for large functions ,f; 
f-shifts of A do not help A. 
5.2. LEMMA. Let f: N + N be a p-constructible function which majorizes all 
polynomials. Then ,for any (not necessarily recursive) sets A and C, 
A<pP’At@C+A<prC (r = m, T). 
Proof We give the proof for r = T. The proof for r = m, which is similar, is 
sketched in [4]. Let M be a deterministic oracle Turing machine which accepts A 
with oracle A, @ C and let p be a polynomial which bounds the run time of M, 
where w.1.o.g. p(n) > n2. Moreover, fix m 2 1 such that for all n 2 m, f(n) > p(p(n)). 
A polynomial time bounded oracle Turing machine M’ which < PT-reduces A to C 
is obtained by the following recursive simulation of M: On input x, the behaviour 
of M’ differs from that of A4 only in the way the queries of M are handled. Any 
oracle query “y E A, 0 C?” of M(A, @ C)(x) is handled by M’(C)(x) as follows: 
(i) If y = 1~1 for some string w, then the query is replaced by the query 
“\v E C?” 
(ii) If y = Ow for some string w, where w = 1 I”“’ Oz for some string 2 of 
length d m, then the answer “yes” is given if and only if z E A. The latter is checked 
by using a finite table of the elements of A of length at most m. 
(iii) If y = Ow for some string ~1, where M’ = 1”“” Oz for some string 2 of 
length > m, then the answer “yes” is given if and only if the machine M’ with oracle 
C accepts input z. 
(iv) In any other case, the answer “no” is given. 
Since the run time of M is bounded by p, for any query “y E A, 0 C?” of M on 
input x, ly\ <p(Ix)). Hence, in case (iii), p(p((zl))<f(JzJ)< \yI <p(Jx(), i.e., the 
query is answered by a recursive call of M’ on an input z for which Iz/ < 
p(lzl) < 1x1. It follows that M’ halts on any input. This implies that M’(C) correctly 
simulates M(A, @ C), since y E A, @ C iff case (i) applies and w E C, or case (ii) or 
(iii) applies and z E A. 
To show that M’ runs in polynomial time it suffices to show that in any com- 
putation M’(C)(x) there are at most p’( 1x1) recursive calls of M’(C). We prove this 
by induction on (xl. For 1x1 < p(m) there are no recursive calls of M’. So fix some 
string x such that 1x1 > p(m). Since the run time of M is bounded by p, there are at 
most ~(1x1) queries “ye A,@ C?” in the computation of M(Af@ C)(x) and, for 
each such y, I yJ < p( 1x(). So the number of direct recursive calls of M’ is bounded 
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by p( [xl), and, as observed above, each such call is for some input z satisfying 
p( lz]) < 1x1. Hence, by inductive hypothesis, the number of calls of M’ in the com- 
putation M’(C)(z) is bounded by p*(]zl) < p( 1x1). It follows that the total number 
of recursive calls in M’(C)(x) is bounded by ~(1x1)~ < p’( 1x1). 1 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. By Lemma 1.4, choose a p-constructible functionf which 
majorizes all polynomials such that A, #P. Then, by Proposition 1.3 and 
Lemma 5.2, B = A, has the desired properties. 1 
Remark. Theorem 5.1 also holds for any nonrecursive set A. In the proof 
replace the application of Lemma 1.4 by the observation that for nonrecursive A the 
exponential shift Aexp of A is nonrecursive too. 
We will show now that assuming P = NP, Theorem 5.1 fails for the honest 
reducibilities. 
5.3. THEOREM. Assume P = NP. There is an exptally, recursive set A $ P such 
that, for all B < hpr A with B$ P, there is a set CK hpr A such that A < hpr B@ C 
(r = m, T). 
The proof of Theorem 5.3 requires the following lemmas. 
5.4. LEMMA [7]. There is a recursive set G c (0) * such that, for any inji?zite 
polynomial time computable subset D of (0) * with infinite complement { 0} * - D 
relative to { 0} *, G n D and G n ( { 0} * - D) are p-T-incomparable. 
ProoJ: Ambos-Spies et al. [7] have shown that any strongly p-generic set G has 
the above properties [7, Corollary 8.51 and that strongly p-generic sets exist [7, 
Theorem 8.61. m 
5.5. LEMMA. There is a recursive exptally set A such that for any exptally 
polynomial time computable sets Q and R, 
AnQ<“~AnRoQc*R, 
where Q Z* R denotes that Q - R is finite. 
(5.3) 
Proof: Let A = G n E for G as in Lemma 5.4. For a proof of the nontrivial direc- 
tion of (5.3), fix p-computable exptally sets Q and R such that Q - R is infinite. We 
have to show that A n Q 4 hPTAnR Since Q-R and {Oj*-(Q-R) are infinite 
tally polynomial time computable ’ sets, G n (Q - R) ghpT G n ({ 0} * - (Q - R)) 
by Lemma5.4. Since Gn(Q-R)=An(Q-R)GhpmAnQ and AnR=Gn 
R<hpmGn((O}*-(Q-R)), this implies AnQ ChprAnR. 1 
Proof of Theorem 5.3. Choose A as in Lemma 5.5. Then, by (5.3), A = 
A n {O’(“): n 2 O> is not hp-r-reducible to A n { Oec2”): n > 0}, whence A # P. Now fix 
B# P such that B,< hpr A. We have to show that A < hpr B 0 C for some C < hpr A. We 
show this for r = T. The proof for r = m is similar. Since A is exptally, B < hp’-rr A by 
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Proposition 4.8. It follows by Theorem 3.3 and Proposition 4.9 that B = hpl~ir A n Q 
for some polynomial time computable set Q. Moreover, since A is exptally, we may 
assume that Q is exptally too, and, since B$ P, Q is infinite. Now let C = 
A n (E- Q). Then A = hpl-tt B@ C. Moreover, not E E* E- Q, whence, by (5.3) 
A ghpr C. 1 
5.6. Remarks. 1. If in Theorem 5.3 only tally predecessors B of A are con- 
sidered, then the assumption that P = NP becomes unnecessary. In this case the 
application of Theorem 3.3 in the proof of the theorem may be replaced by an 
application of Proposition 3.4. 
2. In degree theoretic notation, Theorem 5.3 says that, assuming P = NP, 
there is an @-r-degree a > 0 of some recursive set A, 0 the degree of the poly- 
nomial time computable sets, such that, in the initial segment Rechpr( da) = 
\ ‘h~Rec~P~: h < a} of the @-r-degrees below a, every element has an upper semi- 
complement, i.e., 
VbERechpr( <a) (O<b<a*!lc<a (b v ~=a)), 
where b v c denotes the supremum of b and c in RechPr. For A as in Lemma 5.5 and 
for a = deghPr(A), the initial segment Rechpr( da) can be completely characterized 
(assuming P = NP). Namely, by (5.3) and Theorem 3.3 and Propositions 4.8 and 
4.9, Rechpr( <a) is isomorphic to the quotient lattice of the exptally polynomial 
time computable sets under inclusion modulo the ideal of the finite sets. The latter, 
however, forms a countably infinite atomless Boolean lattice (see, e.g., the proof of 
Lemma 4.1 in [2]). In contrast, by Theorem 5.1 no initial segment of the nonhonest 
polynomial reducibities is a Boolean lattice. 
6. CONCLUSION 
By extending a result of Homer [ 143 we have shown that assuming P = NP there 
are recursively enumerable sets which are minimal with respect to the honest 
polynomial time reducibilities. It is an interesting open question whether the 
existence of (r.e.) GhF’ -minimal sets is equivalent to P = NP: 
Does P # NP imply that no (r.e.) set is dhpm~71-minimal? (6.1) 
Some evidence for an affirmative answer is given in Homer and Long [ 161 and also 
in Section 4 of Ambos-Spies [6]. More evidence could be added by showing that 
the existence of 9hpm~T~-minimal sets is oracle dependent. 
Since < hpm~7)-minimal sets cannot be recursive (cf. Section 2), a positive answer 
to (6.1) would connect the P = ?NP question with a question on nonrecursive r.e. 
sets. Since very sophisticated techniques for the investigation of r.e. sets have been 
developed (see Soare [26]) this might open a new approach to the P-NP-problem. 
By our results in Section 5, a similar connection of the P-NP-problem to the 
structure of the general recursive sets might exist, if the existence of intractable 
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problems which are ~~~“‘~)-helped by all of their intractable predecessors is 
equivalent to P = NP: 
Does P # NP imply that any recursive set A 4 P has an ~~pm[r)- 
predecessor B$ P which does not <hpmlrl-help A? (6.2) 
Our result relating the representability of dhpm-predecessors of a set A by 6 hpm- 
equivalent subproblems of A with the P = ?NP question (Theorem 3.3), might be 
helpful for answering questions (6.1) and (6.2). 
In general, Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.3 show the close connection between 
properties of ghpm -reductions and the P = ?NP question, whence investigations 
into the structure of this reducibility might give some more insight into that 
question. 
Though we could show that the honest and the general p-reducibilities can be 
distinguished on sets of low complexity (Theorem 1.5 and Corollary 1.6), we have 
not been able to distinguish the degree structures of these reducibilities unless 
we assume that P = NP. This leads to the question whether (RechPr, <) and 
(RecPr , & ) are isomorphic (r = m, T)? A related open question is, whether, assum- 
ing P # NP, the partial ordering of the < ‘pr-degrees of NP-sets can be dis- 
tinguished from that of the 6 P’-degrees of NP-sets by some elementary algebraic 
property. 
Finally, a question of technical interest is to find a complete characterization of 
the Turing degrees of (r.e.) sets which, assuming P = NP, contain (r.e.) < hpm(r)- 
minimal sets. As Downey (private communication) has recently shown, no low 
Turing degree contains an Ghp7-minimal set. 
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